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To the Potomac River
at Edward’s Ferry, Maryland





Reinventing LanguageReinventing LanguageReinventing LanguageReinventing LanguageReinventing Language

I often approach haiku, my own and others’,
as though I were creating or deciphering a Chi-
nese ideogram. Consider for instance the famous
early Basho haiku that many put forth as the first
haiku worthy of the name:

a crow
settled on a bare branch
autumn evening

I could well imagine a pictogram of the first
two lines—a crow settled on a bare branch—
evolving into an ideogram for the last line—au-
tumn evening—not unlike the way the Chinese
ideogram for east evolved from a pictogram of
the sun tangled in the limbs of a tree.

There are of course varying levels of diffi-
culty to such an ideogrammatic template. My
haiku

one firefly
clears the house
summer midnight

fits it fairly well. It isn’t hard to imagine a picto-
gram of a firefly over a house evolving into an
ideogram for summer midnight.



My haiku

the long segments
of the Big Dipper’s handle
summer fields

is more problematic. But I probably wouldnt’t have
written it without a deep desire to live in a cul-
ture with an ideogram for summer fields rooted
in a pictogram of the Big Dipper’s handle.

Burnell Lippy
Mt. Tremper, NY

March 2003
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i. a spool of thread





a spool of thread
left on its side
late summer rain



squash vines
long and hollow
the last late evenings



deep in the sink
the great veins of chard
summer’s end



curl
of the corn worm
lingering heat



a cricket
where the mortar’s gone
September evening



peeing
off the porch’s high end
the Milky Way



the bridge hand
in yesterday’s paper
slow autumn rain



a window fan
turning backwards in a breeze
September afternoon







ii. canning jars still warm





geese add their shadows
to the afternoon
canning jars still warm

for my mother,
Margaret Koener Lippy,

(1908-1991)



commuter train’s
abandoned crossword
the early darkness



leaves look larger
on the stream’s bottom
autumn deepens



riding my bike
with freshly filled tires
Indian summer



All Hallows’ Eve
the summer people’s porch light
on all day



late geese
up a dry fork
All Souls’ Day



one suitcase
darkens the next
autumn journey



the gravel layer
of a caved-in bank
November light



all day the darkness
in the kindling box
first snow



hardened squeeze dents
in the hand lotion
cold, blustery day



just enough snow
for boot tracks to bare the earth
end of November





iii. the shed’s last firewood





misshapen bubbles
darken under river ice
the shortest day



winter dusk
the long string
of the tea bag



broom straws
permanently bent
winter solitude



twenty below
the Milky Way
lined up with the river



winter rain
the shed’s last firewood
slips loose of its bark



the night’s single car
rotten ice
the whole length of the lake



sap buckets
stacked crooked from last year
cold March wind



watching you change
by the river at dusk
days too long for spring



the long, slow curve
of footprints down the beach
someone else’s life





iv. country swimming hole





the woods’ long vines
reaching the ground
evening calm



late-rising moon
each rock in the stream
has its own sound



down the train’s long aisle
everyone else asleep
prairie flatness



the shortest night
sated lovers
eating with their fingers



slight arc
of the stepping stones
summer moon



a shower darkens
in the summer bookstore
the smell of new novels



the village postmaster
not noticing my presence
Main Street’s deep shade



the frayed rope
swings back into the shade
country swimming hole



one firefly
clears the house
summer midnight



crooked bra strap
of a cafe waitress
the heat



the long gap downstream
to the bridge’s shadow
evening coolness



lightning flash
how short
the stubble



summer dawn
coolness
of the egg’s taper



the flatness
of watermelon seeds
August dusk



the long segments
of the Big Dipper’s handle
summer fields
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Burnell Lippy
lived for twenty years

in northern Vermont in a
small  log cabin, earning
his living as a writer and
farm worker. He started

writing haiku in the mid-
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up a dry fork is his first full-
length collection of haiku. In
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